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Discussion Questions 

 
1) At one point in the novel Jolene is writing an essay on the 

use of weather in literature. How is weather a motif or character in this novel? How does 
the weather or the setting of the place you grow up help to define who you are? 

2) Analyse the role of the opening memory. Why does Jolene tell us she keeps going back 
to that moment with Matt? Why is being a survivor so significant to her perception of self? 

3) Howl is Jolene’s conscience at several points in the novel. How does Howl help Jolene to 
survive and to understand herself? 

4) Jolene says early in the novel “I know now but I didn’t know then”.  In many ways the 
novel is an exploration of Jolene rethinking  what she knows and doesn’t know. Even 
though she says at several points that she tries not to think. Examine the use of 
perspective in the novel.  

5) Romance is a common element of Young Adult fiction. How does Jolene’s relationship 
with Graham relate to and resist that tradition? 

6) At times Jolene is a flawed narrator who gives us just pieces of the actual story. How 
does her description of Maggie and her relationship to her change through the novel? 
What does this reveal about the role of the past for Jolene? What does this reveal about 
parent-teenage relationships? 

7) Discuss the mosh pit as a symbol. Given Jolene’s constant desire to escape, why does 
the mosh pit appeal to her.  

8) Discuss the use of foreshadowing in the novel. Once we understand what Jolene is really 
dealing with how does that change your perception of the novel’s previous events? 

9) Ms. Groves asks Jolene to list the reasons she sees herself as awful. How does this 
“homework” fit into the misperceptions Jolene has of herself? How does that relate to the 
struggles many teens experience with body issues, peer pressure, addiction? 

10) How would the character description of Jolene alter if you put it in the point of view of 
Maggie, Jim, Ivy, Ms. Groves, Howl or Graham? 

11) Examine the use of naming in the novel. You may want to discuss Jolene’s resistance to 
her own name (16), her calling her parents by their first names or the name Howl. How 
do the characters both fit and resist what their names represent? 

12) Discuss Maggie’s alcoholism. What does the novel show about the impact of addiction on 
families. How do Matt and Jolene both resist and repeat some of Maggie’s patterns of 
escape? 
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13) Discuss the theme of leaving in the novel.  
14) Discuss the symbol of Matt’s guitar. How does it evolve in the novel? What does it 

represent to Jolene? To Maggie?  
15) Discuss Jolene’s relationship to swimming and how her descriptions of her swimming 

change. Who are the ‘lifeguards’ in her journey that allow her to survive her struggles? 
16) Discuss Jolene’s relationship to music. You may examine her musical choices, her own 

compositions, her relationship with Graham, her perception of Maggie’s singing, her 
relationship with Matt, and or how music allows her to escape and survive.  

17) Why does literature appeal so much to Jolene? Even in her greatest struggles with 
school she still seeks out English classes, connects with her English teacher, and seeks 
our books. How does this relate to her relationship with music and creativity or artistry.  
 
 

Key Quotations: 

 
Examine how these quotations relate to the character development and the novel’s core themes 
and symbols. 

❏ “We’re Tuckers, and we do not build things. We only tear them down.” (Decter 
13) 

❏ “Music is the noise I make out loud.  The rest I keep inside myself” (18). 
❏ “See, I have this theory that leaving is a muscle. I’m trying to work mine out” (29) 
❏ “I go through the motions of the day. But I’m not here really. Really, I’m far away.” 

(41) 
❏ “This is what happens when people ask me what I’m thinking: all my thoughts go 

kamikaze and commit suicide. They evaporate into the thin air inside my mind” 
(44) 

❏ Matt “tested his weight one foot at a time, going beyond where he reasonably 
needed to, like he was trying to prove something” (52).  

❏ “I don’t have the heart for anything, so I just pick up the sledgehammer and knock 
down another wall”( 61) 

❏ “Who needs a band? Who needs anyone? I can make all the noise I need on my 
own” (68) 

❏ Falling: “The thing is, once you decide, it’s already done. It’s just a matter of 
committing. What people are afraid of is the moment after the decision is made, 
after you act but before you begin to fall.  Falling is easy. The moment before you 
fall is not.” (79) 

❏ “once I start leaving I might never stop. I might get really good at it” (84) 
❏ “The thing about them is they go so far so fast. Too far and too fast. You can’t 

take things in” (117) 
❏ “The thing about Maggie and me is that we could be strangers. We’re not. But we 

could be” (151). 
❏ “When I play, I can’t think. When I think, I can’t play.” (185) 
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